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Operate. Analyze. Learn.
YOUR BENEFITS WITH ARTIMINDS LAR

EASY SETUP AND
OPERATION

DETAILED INSPECTION

MONITORING AND
NOTIFICATIONS

IN-HOUSE DATA STORAGE
FOR TRACEABILITY

UNDERSTANDING OF
PROCESS VARIANCES

LEARN AND
OPTIMIZE

Robot applications generate a vast amount of live data deriving from your production processes throughout operation. The software
ArtiMinds LAR connects to your in-house database and stores all generated live data permanently. This guarantees the traceability of
your processes and protects your production know-how. The software splits and interprets the live data based on the robot program
created using ArtiMinds RPS. Gain application specific insights into your processes beyond sheer sensor data.

Set up your robot application with
ArtiMinds RPS.

Automatically record live data of your
robot during operation.

Visualize, inspect and monitor your
robot application.

The crucial added value for your production:

ArtiMinds LAR

The software offers convincing benefits for an optimized
operation of your robot-based production line.

Easy setup and operation
Lengthy setup phases of new production lines, frequent downtimes and time-consuming error search often lead to great costs and supply chain issues. Plan ahead
and equip your robot application with the vital functionality that enables you to
gather process data and act fast and efficient whenever problems occur. Robot
programs created with ArtiMinds RPS will automatically be prepared to store process data without further expenditure.

Monitoring and notifications
Maintenance of complex production lines requires a large amount of time and experience. Enable your technicians to prevent errors, utilize their experience right
from the start and avoid problems during the launch phase of your new production line. With ArtiMinds LAR you easily create surveillances to monitor forces or
motions of the robot. High forces during the gripping process hint at a suboptimal
component supply. A search area that is utilized to 98% implies strong component
fluctuations, which could lead to downtimes. ArtiMinds LAR will automatically notify you in case the monitoring fails. Access the affected process cycle in the dashboard to identify errors fast and easily.

Detailed inspection
The devil is in the details – especially in production lines! ArtiMinds LAR automatically segments process data based on the ArtiMinds RPS templates that you used
to create the robot program . Analyze each process step, e.g. joining or gripping,
individually and in detail to compare different production cycles. Quality issues
are detected early and can subsequently be avoided. Critical component deviations, e.g. from supplied goods, can be detected by comparing past cycles. This
enables you to adjust your process accordingly.

In-house data storage and traceability
Know-how and supervision of your production process are key components for
a high level of future security. With ArtiMinds LAR, you can save process data in
your local database and maintain control over critical data. This is of utmost importance when it comes to warranty or liability questions. Save your process data
in the long term with ArtiMinds LAR and access it at any time. By storing forcetorque sensor data, image-processing results and error signals you are able to
assess your processes through comparison of different production flows. In case
of anomalies, those can be traced back to different suppliers or specific process
steps.

Learn and optimize
Optimizing a production line takes time: during commissioning it is necessary to
optimize waypoints and to identify unusual errors to reach the desired cycle time
as well as process security. In continuous operation, especially regarding multisourcing or signs of wear, deviations can be expected, which have to be corrected
manually. Sensor-adaptive programs that have been created with ArtiMinds RPS
compensate tolerances automatically and calculate specific correction terms for
the robot position with the help of sensors. Make use of these terms to adjust the
operation to real-life circumstances and to optimize cycle times. ArtiMinds LAR
provides extensive tools for optimization to minimize tolerances and therefore
reduces cycle time.

Comprehend process variances
Sensor-adaptive robot motions created with ArtiMinds RPS compensate tolerances in your production automatically. While camera systems allow for larger
compensations, force-torque sensors are applied for very subtle variances that
correct the robot’s motion automatically in case of contact. By analyzing those corrective movements you are able to gain previously unknown insights into process
variances in your production line. Understand the impacts of variating suppliers:
which supplier provides the least component stress? Identify optimization potential in areas that were not accessible before!

WHICH ROBOT-BASED PROCESSES DO YOU WANT TO ANALYZE?
ArtiMinds provides new and deep insights into your production processes – contact us to identify further
applications and tap the full potential of your production line!

Easy integration into your processes

ArtiMinds LAR allows seemless integration into your robot operation. Data transmission is set up
automatically during programming. The robot controller is configured to send all process data to
your data storage without the need of any additional hardware.

STEP I
Create intelligent robot programs
With ArtiMinds RPS, everybody, whether robotics expert or novice, can program robots quickly and easily in three steps.
Instead of writing several hundred lines of source code, complex robot programs will be composed of templates via
drag & drop.
Each template in your robot program provides a wizard that guides the user step-by-step through the setup process. Teach
key points either online with the real robot or offline by using the digital twin. ArtiMinds RPS is not a black box — any time,
experts can change all parameters as detailed as for instance force-control parameters.

STEP II
Execute the robot program on the standard robot controller
ArtiMinds RPS calculates automatically all robot motions and simulates the execution in the 3D visualization. Easily perform
reachability tests or collision checks. Subsequently, ArtiMinds RPS generates the source code in the native robot language
and transfers it to the robot controller.
ArtiMinds RPS is not required after the final program has been generated. The program runs independently on your robot
controller.

STEP III
Automatically store process data
The created robot programs are automatically prepared to store process data. During each execution of the robot program,
the robot controller will send all process data to the local ArtiMinds LAR database without the need for any additional hardware.
ArtiMinds LAR offers comprehensive options to augment the stored process data. The process data will be split based on
the templates of your ArtiMinds RPS program to analyze the data for each template. By using additional templates, important information like serial numbers can be added. Each revision of the ArtiMinds RPS program will be stored to analyze the
process data correctly.

STEP IV
Analyze the process data
Use the lean and intuitive web interface of ArtiMinds LAR to set up dashboards with analysis and monitoring tasks. ArtiMinds LAR is able to access the underlying template structure of your robot program. This allows to quickly select and
inspect sub-processes within the program.
Based on the selected templates, ArtiMinds LAR will support you in setting up analysis or monitoring tasks. You can, for
instance, easily set up a force-distance diagram for a pull test or assess the potential to optimize using a start and end point
analysis.

FOR FURTHER QUESTIONS, OUR SUPPORT IS AT YOUR DISPOSAL!

Dive into your production!

ArtiMinds LAR provides in-depth insights into your robot-based production processes! The combination with ArtiMinds RPS saves a significant amount of setup-time. Experience the versatile
software features of ArtiMinds LAR.
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Analyze processes
easily
Navigate through the various process
data based on the templates of the
robot program. Each template solves
one specific task within your application. The software uses this knowledge
to automatically present suggestions
for analysis- or control-tiles to you.
This saves setup time and empowers
the user to understand complex processes without any expert knowledge.

!

Easy error
search

Use process data generated in previous production cycles as a reference
during the analysis of current data or
to pinpoint errors in your production.
Detected anomalies like exceeding
forces during the assembly of parts or
critical deviations in part positioning.
Receive comprehensive knowledge in
a level of detail that seemed impossible until now.

2D/3D visualization
Choose from a variety of visualization tiles for your process
data. 3D plots allow to visualize the force progressions along a
robot’s path. Efficiently analyze tolerances in your process with
2D plots. The success rates of each template are displayable
as easily as force-path diagrams of different assembly steps.

Long-term data storage
Review your production processes – even years after the production
date. The process data of each cycle is stored within your local database.
Choose your preferred database type and use the provided connectors
for a fast and easy setup. The data storage is prepared for maintenance
and continuous improvement of your production line: ArtiMinds LAR will
automatically manage different versions of your robot program.
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Automated
monitoring
Use constraints to monitor specific
sub-processes to prevent downtime
in your production and gain reaction
time. You will automatically receive a
push notification once a constraint is
violated. Narrow down troubleshooting by inspecting the cycle and its data
that led to the constraint violation.

Automated data
recording
Robot programs generated with ArtiMinds RPS are automatically set-up
for data acquisition – without further
programming effort. Record data
of the robot’s motion, error signals,
force-torque-sensor- and gripper data
as well as image processing results for
every process cycle. This process data
will automatically be augmented with
additional information, e.g. further
coordinate systems for analysis, and
pre-segmented according to the specific templates of your robot program.

Manage multiple processes
Dashboards can be deployed in a flexible manner:
Aggregate information from different processes in a
single dashboard or create a custom dashboard with
detailed analyses for each sub-process separately.
Choose the option that fits your processes the best.

Supported Robots:
ArtiMinds RPS supports most common collaborative and classic
industrial robots as well as a variety of force-torque sensors and
gripper families.

UNIVERSAL ROBOTS

UR3 / UR3e

UR5 / UR5e

UR10 / UR10e

KUKA

KR 6 R900

KR 10 R1100

KR 16

IRB 1600

IRB 2600

+ all robots with
KRC4 controller

ABB

IRB 1200

+ more

FANUC

LR MATE 200iD

M-10iA

R-2000iB

+ more

VS-050/060

VS-6556

+ all robots with
RC8 controller

Coming soon

Coming soon

DENSO

VP-6242

YASKAWA

Coming soon

Your Robot?

For requests concerning further support of robots, please contact us.

Supported Hardware:
ArtiMinds RPS supports a variety of force-torque sensors,
grippers and vision systems.

FORCE-TORQUE SENSORS

ATI

ROBOTIQ

WACOH-TECH

WEISS

ON ROBOT

+ more

GRIPPERS

ROBOTIQ

ON ROBOT

SCHUNK

WEISS

ZIMMER

+ more

VISION SYSTEMS

KEYENCE

COGNEX

SENSOPART

SICK

HALCON

+ more

EtherCAT

IO-Link

INTERFACES

I/O
DIGITAL I/O

Remote
Procedure
Call
PROFINET

RPC

+ more

YOUR HARDWARE ?
We constantly extend the list of supported hardware components. Please do not hesitate to
contact us if your hardware is not supported, yet.

SERVICES

Free support
We are pleased to introduce Artiminds RPS to our new customers
during free online introductions. Moreover, we offer advice on how
to optimally realize your automation solution with our software. We
are available for our customers at any time via e-mail (support@artiminds.com). We are looking forward to your suggestions and feature
requests.

Premium service
Get a personal training with extensive training materials from our distributors or directly from us. We, of course, support you
with our technical know-how. Our experts advice you on the fast implementation of new concepts of highly demanding applications. If you want to benefit from our technology without getting involved with the programming, we are happy to offer you
turnkey solutions in cooperations.

Global presence with a broad network of distributors
We are continuously expanding our worldwide network of distributors to provide you excellent support and local training.
Therefore, ArtiMinds RPS is the first choice for robot programming – also at your international locations! Contact our regional
partner!

OUR CORPORATE HISTORY:
THE ARTIMINDS TIMELINE

2012

2013
The founders recognize the commercial opportunities in the
area of intuitive programming for complex industrial tasks and
found their company ArtiMinds Robotics GmbH in July. While
the product development starts at zero, the company already
wins several awards and scholarships for the concept.

During their work as research assistants on various national
and international research projects at the Karlsruhe Institute
of Technology (KIT), Institute for Anthropomatics and Robotics,
the three founders of ArtiMinds gather extensive experience in
the field of robot task modeling during the years 2002 to 2012.
Thereby, they develop a comprehensive understanding of challenges and limitations of modern task modeling. Numerous
new ideas are explored and many research prototypes are developed and tested on real robot applications.

2014
A first version of the Robot Programming Suite (RPS) celebrates
world premiere at Automatica 2014. Although the company is
only 11 months old and still operates at least partly in stealth
mode, ArtiMinds is rated second place in the category of the
most promising robotics start-ups by the jury of the ESA BIC
Start-Up Award.

2015
In spring 2015, selected beta testers have the chance to test
ArtiMinds RPS for the first time for real robot applications. After
consistently positive feedback, the software is ready for sale.
Gradually, sales start in several countries.

2016

2017
ArtiMinds goes USA! With the successful participation in the
German Accelerator program, the company opens a branch in
New York City. A few months later, ArtiMinds Inc. already has a
network of distributors in several states. With version 1.5, ArtiMinds RPS reaches another milestone, whereby both the functionality and the hardware support increase. The successful
collaboration with Universal Robots enters the next stage with
ArtiMinds Essentials: directly installed on the robot controller,
the software allows a direct and precise, force-sensitive guiding of the robot. The new office at TechnologiePark Karlsruhe
offers enough space for more than 30 employees, so that the
steady growth can continue

The year 2016 is dominated by growth and improvement. By
winning two national awards (Focus Digital Star Award and
BILANZ Magazine‘s StartMeUp Award), the company remains
in focus at trade fairs and exhibitions. While the team grows
both in size and in experience, ArtiMinds publishes version 1.3
of the Robot Programming Suite. New and enhanced features
enable the use of RPS in various industries. Use cases and applications in numerous companies make a great contribution to
ArtiMinds’s business goal: Automating Our World!

2018
After continuous growth by their own capacity ArtiMinds now
has paying customers in over a dozen industries in 20 countries
worldwide. ArtiMinds RPS is deployed in companies of all sizes,
whether medium-sized businesses or global companies.
The now 60-headed team moves to two additional expansion
areas in the Technologiepark Karlsruhe.
Within the scope of trade shows, inter alia, the Automatica in
Munich and MOTEK in Stuttgart, ArtiMinds presents its latest
product ArtiMinds Learning & Analytics for Robots (LAR). In autumn ArtiMinds opens their ArtiMinds Academy in Karlsruhe for
an even further improved training experience.

visit us at

www.artiminds.com

or send us an e-mail with your contact details to

contact@artiminds.com

ArtiMinds Robotics GmbH
Albert-Nestler-Straße 11
76131 Karlsruhe
Germany
CONTACT:
phone: +49 721 96694781
fax:
+49 721 96694708
e-mail: contact@artiminds.com
web:
www.artiminds.com

